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Across

2. The only god who did not 

pity Odysseus

3. The dead prophet that 

Odysseus travels to the 

Underworld to see

4. The messenger of the 

gods

5. Substance that Odysseus 

put in his crews' ears so they 

wouldn't hear the sirens

11. They have the body of a 

bird, the head of a woman, 

and lure men to their deaths 

with song

12. The number of men that 

the Cyclops had for breakfast

18. Odysseus' wife

19. Personification of the 

sun

22. Odysseus' home

23. A flowery fruit that 

makes you forget to go home

24. God of the Winds

25. She lurks in a cave and 

eats sailors as they pass by

26. Favorite weapon of Zeus

Down

1. Goddess who turn 

Odysseus' men into pigs

6. The number of sailors 

that the Scylla ate of the 

deck of the ship

7. Crew member that 

wanted to have a nice dinner 

on Helios' island

8. False name Odysseus 

gives to the Cyclops

9. The suitor that is said to 

have a blacker heart than the 

rest

10. The whirlpool with teeth 

that tries to eat Odysseus and 

his crew

13. The sea nymph that 

holds Odysseus as her love 

slave for seven years

14. The Greeks sneak into 

Troy inside a wooden one of 

these

15. The name of the Cyclops 

that Odysseus blinds

16. Athena disguises 

Odysseus as this

17. Son of Odysseus

20. The Greek goddess of 

wisdom and war

21. The Test of the _______


